Pennsylvania’s CO2-Cutting Plan Comments Show Industry Divided
by Laura Legere
Jan. 22, 2021 – The Wolf administration’s plan to impose a price and shrinking cap on emissions of CO2 from Pennsylvania’s power plants has revealed striking divergences among the program’s supporters and detractors in industry.
The public comment period for the proposal, which closed last week, drew about 15,000 comments.
Major state business lobbying organizations — the Pennsylvania Chamber of Business and Industry, the Pennsylvania Manufacturers’ Association, the Marcellus Shale Coalition, and the Pennsylvania Coal Alliance — ranged from dead set against to broadly critical of the proposal, saying it threatens to cause job loss and economic disruption for little environmental gain in its current design.
But some fossil fuel companies — especially those that operate new, efficient natural gas plants or have diversified into renewables — disagree.  They are backing the proposal for Pennsylvania to link with the carbon cap and investment market known as the Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, or RGGI, which is a central part of Gov. Tom Wolf’s effort to curb pollution that contributes to climate change.
Oil giants Royal Dutch Shell and BP both wrote in support of Pennsylvania joining the initiative.  Shell, which is building a world-scale petrochemical plant in Beaver County, said, “The cap and trade structure that is the heart of RGGI is an effective way to transition Pennsylvania’s power sector to a low carbon future and generate funding for programs to reduce carbon across the broader economy.”
The petrochemical plant will be powered on-site by a type of efficient technology called combined heat and power, which is fueled by natural gas and produces both electricity and useful steam.  Shell, like many other industrial commentators, asked that the proposal’s existing exemption for combined heat and power be broadened.
BP markets Pennsylvania natural gas and power, owns a northeast Pennsylvania wind farm, and helped build a utility-scale solar project for Penn State University.  It called the program “an efficient and cost-effective way to tackle one of the most pressing issues of our time.”
Vistra Corp., which owns 3 natural gas power plants in Pennsylvania, and Competitive Power Ventures, which owns 1 praised the program because it “challenges and incentivizes all of us to produce electricity with fewer emissions” and leverages “competition to drive carbon reductions.”
Talen Energy — whose power generation portfolio includes nuclear, coal, gas and oil-fired power plants in Pennsylvania — said the state’s entrance into the carbon initiative “can help facilitate” the energy industry’s transformation toward cleaner sources “in a thoughtful, responsible, market-based way, while protecting workers and communities.”  The Lehigh County-based company recently announced it will stop burning coal at its power plants in Pennsylvania and Maryland.  It said what drives closure of coal-fired power plants is competition with low-cost natural gas and capital markets’ turn away from the carbon-intensive fuel — not the carbon-cutting initiative.  It should know, it said; its Maryland coal plants have operated under RGGI for a decade.
“With or without RGGI, Pennsylvania coal plants will be challenged and face an uncertain future,” Talen said.  “With RGGI, however, funds are available to ease this transition and provide opportunities for the future, without having to impact the taxpayer.”
Other nuclear and renewable energy companies are also firmly behind the proposal.  It promises to help carbon-free power sources, by raising wholesale energy prices, while making their fossil fuel competitors pay a premium for emitting carbon.
Cranberry-based Westinghouse Electric Co., whose business is increasingly supported by servicing existing nuclear plants, said it is essential for Pennsylvania to preserve its existing nuclear fleet and that RGGI “could be a mechanism to provide appropriate value to nuclear energy.”
Revenue from the sale of carbon credits must be used to curb air pollution, but the state Department of Environmental Protection has not yet released a separate investment plan for the estimated $300 million a year it expects to raise.
Trade organizations and dozens of businesses in the state’s growing renewable energy and energy efficiency sectors wrote to support the program, which will likely drive investment toward their industries.
Coal producers, coal-fired power plants, and building trade unions whose members work in the industry remain the program’s most forceful opponents, even as some acknowledge market trends are against them.
Only 4 conventional coal-fired power plants remain online in Pennsylvania that don’t have plans to retire or phase out the fuel, down from 20 in 1996, the Pennsylvania Coal Alliance said.
Those 4 plants — Cheswick in Springdale and Conemaugh, Homer City and Keystone in Indiana and Armstrong counties — together employ over 600 people, provide jobs for 1,000s of contractors and spend almost $1.1 billion per year in operations, Homer City Generating Station said.  In 2019, the 4 plants received nearly 9 million tons of coal dug from 24 mines in 12 Pennsylvania counties, the coal alliance said.
Cecil-based Consol Energy operates North America’s largest underground coal mining complex in Greene and Washington counties.  It said the proposed program is illegal and, if implemented, “could significantly affect our ability to produce and sell our coal and develop our reserves.”
Keystone-Conemaugh Projects, which holds the licenses for the Keystone and Conemaugh generating stations, objected to coal and older natural gas plants being “pushed off an economic cliff once the rule becomes effective,” which is expected to happen in January 2022.  The abrupt closures will cause “great economic disruption to the Commonwealth, especially in the western bituminous coal region,” the company said.
Instead, it asked regulators to exempt coal-fired power plants from the rule until 2030 to “offer a glide path to retirement” that it does not dispute is coming.
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